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Abstract

The study of G-quadruplexes (G4s) in a cellular context has demonstrated links

between these nucleic acid secondary structures, gene expression and DNA replication.

Ligands that bind to the G4 structure therefore present an excellent opportunity for

influencing gene expression through the targeting of a nucleic acid structure rather

than sequence. Here, we explore cyclic peptides as an alternative class of G4 ligands.

Specifically, we describe the development of de novo G4-binding bicyclic peptides se-

lected by phage display. Selected bicyclic peptides display sub-micromolar affinity

to G4 structures and high selectivity over double helix DNA. Molecular simulations

of the bicyclic peptide-G4 complexes corroborate the experimental binding strengths,

and reveal molecular insights into G4 recognition by bicyclic peptides via the precise

positioning of amino acid side chains, a binding mechanism reminiscent of endoge-

nous G4-binding proteins. Overall, our results demonstrate that selection of (bi)cyclic

peptides unlocks a privileged chemical space for targeting nucleic acid structures.

Introduction

G-quadruplexes (G4s) are non-canonical nucleic acid secondary structures that consist of

stacks of Hoogsteen-bonded guanine tetrads. The resulting quadruple helix is stabilised by

cations (K+ > Na+ > Li+ in order of stability), and the structural characteristics of G4s have

been extensively characterised in vitro 1 and in silico.2,3 The past decade has seen numerous

studies that have shown G4s are important for replication, transcription, and translation

events in living cells.4 Consequently, targeting G4s with synthetic molecules represents an

opportunity for influencing gene expression, with a view towards further elucidation of bio-

logical mechanisms and potential novel methods of therapeutic intervention.5

Nucleic acids are generally targeted with specificity through sequence recognition (e.g.

RNAi/ CRISPR or engineered transcription factors). In contrast, the globular structure of

the G4 enables specific binding through recognition of its three-dimensional structure. For
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example, a number of small molecule ligands utilise a combination of flat, heteroaromatic

moieties that are thought to stack on G4 tetrads via π-π interactions with pendant positive

charges for electrostatic interaction with the phosphate backbone.6 However, endogenous

G4-binding proteins appear to achieve G4 recognition in a more complex fashion and utilise

a greater number of different interactions. In particular, the crystal structure of the G4

helicase DHX36 revealed that its picomolar affinity to G4s derives in part from hydrophobic

interactions between the tetrad and amino acid residues (e.g. Ile65, Tyr69 and Ala70)

positioned by the enzyme’s tertiary structure.7

We reasoned that such a pre-structured binding modality, inspired by the potent G4

recognition properties of DHX36, can also be achieved by cyclic peptides. Cyclic peptides

mimic pre-organised configurations and modes-of-action of protein epitopes,8,9 allowing them

to target well-defined binding pockets and disrupt protein-protein interactions. Addition-

ally, cyclic peptides are genetically-encodable and lend themselves to selection strategies that

allow the identification of high-affinity binders from vast libraries.10 As a result, an increas-

ing number of compounds from de novo cyclic peptides are entering or undergoing clincial

trials.11

Here we report the use of phage display for the selection of bicyclic peptides as ligands

displaying high affinity and selectivity for DNA G4s.12 Using energy landscape exploration

and molecular dynamics, we find that these G4-binding peptides derive their affinities from

precise positioning of amino acid residues, in a mode that is akin to endogenous G4-binding

proteins.

Results

Establishing phage display of bicyclic peptide G-quadruplex ligands

To exploit genetically encoded cyclic peptides for targeting nucleic acids, it is necessary

to ensure that the genetic barcode of each peptide does not interact with the nucleic acid
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target. Phage display is an ideal solution, as the phage coat provides a physical barrier

between the peptide and its encoding gene. We opted for the phage display of bicyclic

peptides established by Heinis and coworkers, as the double-ring structure results in more

rigid structures and confers higher proteolytic stability than monocyclic peptides.9,12 In

brief, bicyclic peptide libraries are accessed through in situ chemical modification of linear,

cysteine-rich peptides displayed on phage coats with 1,3,5-tribromomethylbenzene (TBMB)

via efficient tri-nucleophilic substitution (Fig. 1). These libraries are screened based on their

affinity to biotinylated G4-forming oligonucleotides and captured with streptavidin magnetic

beads. Weak binders are removed by washing, and enriched bicyclic peptides eluted. Re-

infection of E. coli amplifies selected phages and permits identification by sequencing or

subsequent rounds of selection.

Initially we chose the G4-forming sequence from the human telomere (hTelo) as a G4

of significant biological interest.13 This biotinylated sequence was incubated with phages

displaying a 4×4 bicyclic peptide library (ACX4CX4CG, X = any of the 20 canonical amino

acids). After three successive rounds of selection we observed a substantial increase in the

phage titre alongside a significant reduction in the library complexity (Fig. S1), both indica-

tive of a successful selection. By next generation sequencing, we identified b-ACGSCPISVCG

(b-G4pep1, Fig. 2a) as the most enriched sequence. We confirmed synthetic b-G4pep1

binds a panel of common DNA G4 structures (Fig. S4) by FRET melting14 and fluores-

cence quenching assays,15 whilst the linear precursor exhibited negligible binding (Fig. S2).

Whilst these results demonstrate that G4-binding bicyclic peptides can be selected from

diverse libraries by phage display, b-G4pep1 only displayed a ∆Tm = 6 ◦C at 5µM and a

modest binding affinity for the ckit-1 G4 DNA with Kd = 13µM. However, b-G4pep1 does

not feature any cationic or aromatic residues, suggesting a distinct mode of G4 recognition

from the majority of small molecule G4 ligands.
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Figure 1: Phage display of bicyclic peptides12 for affinity selection of G4 ligands. Bac-
teriophages express libraries of peptides with cysteines at defined positions on the surface
proteins (ACXnCXnCG, X = any of the 20 canonical amino acids, n = 3 or 4 in this study).
These Cys-rich libraries are bicyclised quantitatively by 1,3,5-tribromomethylbenzene in situ.
G4 ligands are selected from this bicyclic peptide library (around 108 − 109 members) by
presenting biotinylated G4 targets for capture.
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Modulating phage enrichment to elicit more potent ligands

To enhance the selection of high-affinity G4-binders we made a number of improvements

to our initial selection. First, given the known structural heterogeneity of the folded hTelo

G4,16 we next chose the G4-forming sequence from the kit promoter (ckit-1), known to form

a unique, well-defined structure in which a loop folds back into the helix to form part of the

middle tetrad.17 Since we observed deletions in the first loop in the previous experiment, we

reduced the bicyclic peptide library ring size from 4×4 to 3×3 (ACX3CX3CG). Finally,

we applied more stringent selection conditions by adding genomic DNA (salmon sperm

DNA, 10–100-fold excess) as a competitor. The most enriched bicyclic peptide from this

protocol was b-ACPPICIKFCG (b-G4pep2, Fig. 2a), which exhibited stronger G4-binding

properties (∆Tm = 20 ◦C at 5µM,Kd [ckit-1] = 1.0µM, Fig. 2c/d) compared to b-G4pep1.

Furthermore, we derived the optimal amino acids at each position by scaling each pep-

tide by its frequency in the library (Fig. 2b). The resulting bicyclic peptide ACPRLCR-

RFCG (b-G4pep3, Fig. 2a) exhibits further enhanced G4-binding properties (∆Tm = 34 ◦C

at 5µM,Kd [ckit-1] = 630 nM, Fig. 2c/d).

Enriched amino acid functionalities in these bicyclic peptides include positive charges

and aromatic rings that often constitute small molecule G4 ligands, but bicyclic peptides

additionally feature hydrophobic residues and proline. High selectivity for G4 structures

over double helix DNA is maintained; both b-G4pep2 and b-G4pep3 do not exhibit any

significant ∆Tm for dsDNA up to 50µM of ligand, and there is negligible effect on ∆Tm

for ckit-1 when a short double helix DNA is added at 100-fold excess (Fig. S5). Again, all

corresponding linear precursor peptides exhibit significantly reduced G4-binding properties

(Fig. S2), suggestive that the rigidity and structure conferred through bicyclisation plays an

important role in the G4-binding properties of these bicyclic peptides.
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Figure 2: a) Schematic structures of three G4 bicyclic peptide ligands elicited by phage
display, exhibiting both common G4 small molecule binding motifs and hydrophobic amino
acids. b) Next-generation sequencing permits motif analysis of the selection process; the
optimal amino acids at each position in the final selected library are identified. Enriched
amino acid functionalities include positive charges (position 8) and aromatic rings (9), but
also hydrophobic residues (5) and proline (3).
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Figure 2: Cont. c) ckit-1 G4 melting temperature increase (∆Tm) as measured by FRET
melting. ∆Tm demonstrates progressive improvement of G4 bicyclic peptides from b-G4pep1
to b-G4pep3. At the same time, no significant ∆Tm is observed for a short double-stranded
DNA. d) Apparent Kd values measured by fluorescence quench equilibrium binding assay for
b-G4pep1 and b-G4pep3; the quoted Kd is for ckit-1.

Computational modelling of bicyclic peptide-G4 complexes

To gain further insight into the recognition of G4s by bicyclic peptides, we studied G4-

bicyclic peptide complexes computationally. First, we explored the energy landscapes for

the bicyclic peptides alone using discrete path sampling (DPS).18,19 As expected, bicyclic

peptides are structurally rigid and exhibit a relatively low number of local minima, with

structural variations largely confined to side chain conformations. This rigidity is also ob-

served in the calculated radii of gyration and solvent-accessible surface areas (S15 and S16).

These observations are expected for a peptide bicyclised by TBMB, and agree with previous

structural studies of bicyclic peptides.9,12

A number of structural features are worth noting. In particular, the compact structure

of b-G4pep1 (Fig. 3a) arises from its high propensity to form α-helices, a feature shared

with a number of other bicyclic peptides modelled in this study (SI table S2). The prolines

in all these bicyclic peptides permit sharp-turn motifs, while b-G4pep3 (Fig. 3b/c) notably

also utilises its N-terminal arginine (Arg4) residue to facilitate hydrogen bonding with the

backbone on the opposite side of the bicyclic peptide. This preorganisation allows the

remaining positive charges to be distributed in a belt-like configuration around the mesitylene

core.

We then analysed binding of the optimised bicyclic peptide structures to the solution

structure of ckit-1 solved by NMR spectroscopy.17 Basin-hopping global optimisation20–22

was used to explore the ability of the three selected peptides to interact with three potential

binding sites in the ckit-1 G4: (1) the exposed 5′ -tetrad, (2) the 3′ -tetrad flanked by the

AGGAG loop that folds back onto the central tetrad and (3) the AGGAG loop without

the tetrad (Fig. 4). Next, molecular dynamics simulations were applied to calculate a
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Figure 3: Lowest energy structures for b-G4pep1 and b-G4pep3 (two perspectives); mesity-
lene core – orange, N-terminus – blue. a) b-G4pep1 forms an α-helix (green) in the second
loop between Cys5 and Cys10, facilitated by Pro6 reducing overall strain. b) b-G4pep3
possesses a compact, elongated structure with a belt of positive charges around the centre
(green). c) b-G4pep3 structure is stabilised by interactions between Arg4 and the backbone
of the second loop.

AGGG –   AGGG – 
CG**   – CTGGG – AGGAGGG

Figure 4: Schematic representation and structure of ckit-1 showing the binding sites used for
docking; G** represents the incomplete tetrad corners filled by Gs at the 3′ end. Red site (1):
the 5′ -tetrad is openly accessible with potential interaction partners corresponding to C11
and T12. The final AGGAG loop (nucleotides 16 to 20) in ckit-1 folds back to complete the
middle and 3′ tetrad, presenting binding sites with the 3′ -tetrad (blue site, 2) and without
the tetrad (green site, 3).
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measure of the interaction energy in the presence of explicit solvent and ions. This energy,

defined as the sum of all non-bonded interactions between two molecules, is a proxy for

the binding free energy and enables us to compare approximate relative binding strengths

of different peptides rapidly. These simulations revealed that bicyclic peptides b-G4pep1–3

can productively interact with the 3′ -tetrad and the pocket created by the AGGAG loop,

and that complex formation does not entail significant changes in either the G4 or the

peptide structure. Furthermore, the calculated interaction energies for all complexes reflect

the trends in biophysical data (Fig. 5).

b-G4pep1,
Kd = 13 µM

b-G4pep2,
Kd = 1.0 µM

b-G4pep3,
Kd = 630 nM

Figure 5: Calculated interaction energies in the molecular dynamics simulations for b-G4pep1
to b-G4pep3 with ckit-1 in explicit solvent, alongside experimental Kds. The plots show
the evolution of all trajectories (in colour) and the moving average value (black). The
interaction for b-G4pep3 with the binding site between the 3′ tetrad and the AGGAG loop
is the strongest.

G4-bpep3 achieves G4 binding in two ways. The linear interaction energy between b-

G4pep3 is dominated by the Coulombic term and derives from the belt-like architecture of

positive charges interacting with the AGGAG loop. In addition, leucine and the N-terminus

stack against the 3′ -tetrad providing additional hydrophobic and Coulombic interactions

(Fig. 6a/b). The structures of ckit-1 and b-G4pep3 are not significantly perturbed upon
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complexation, and the preorganisation of b-G4pep3 by Arg4 is maintained. b-G4pep1 in

contrast lacks positive charges, with the exception of its N-terminal amine, and hydrogen

bonds between serine residues and the phosphate backbone rather than the corresponding

Coulombic interactions with arginines in the case of b-G4pep3 can explain its lower binding

strength (Fig. 6c/d). The intermediate-strength binder b-G4pep2 displays fewer Coulombic

interactions (one lysine rather than two arginines), but is additionally strengthened by a

π-stacking interaction between the tetrad and phenylalanine (Fig. S3). Overall, our calcula-

tions demonstrate that G4 recognition by these bicyclic peptides relies on preorganisation of

the overall peptide structure and the precise positioning of amino acid side-chains to facilitate

key binding interactions. A similar binding mechanism is likely utilised by a cyclised peptide

derived from RHAU/DHX3623 and in cyclic peptide ligands of the mi-21R miRNA.24

Conclusions

We have demonstrated the generation of (bi)cyclic peptide G4 ligands via phage display to

yield a water-soluble ligand with respectable G4-targeting properties (b-G4pep3: ∆Tm =

34 ◦C at 5µM,Kd [ckit-1] = 630 nM, ∆Tm ∼ 0 for dsDNA up to 50 µM). Molecular modelling

reveals that b-G4pep3 shows a high degree of protein-like structural organisation, and this

arrangement of amino acids facilitates molecular recognition of ckit-1 via tetrad stacking and

Coulombic interactions with the AGGAG loop. Overall, this study exemplifies the potential

of de novo cyclic peptides as agents for targeting nucleic acid secondary structures.
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Figure 6: a) Low-energy structure of the b-G4pep3:ckit-1 complex, highlighting the arginine
belt in orange. b) Detail of complex, showing interactions between Arg7/8 belt (green)
and the phosphate groups of G18/A19 in the AGGAG loop (red), with stacking on 3′ -
tetrad (yellow) through Leu5 and the N-terminus (behind Leu5). Arg4 preorganisation is
maintained. c) Low-energy structure of b-G4pep1:ckit-1 complex, highlighting Ser4/7 in
green. d) Detail of b-G4pep1 showing weaker interactions of Ser4/7 and Ile7 with the loops.
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Methods

Phage display of bicyclic peptides and G4 ligand selection

All the methods are described in full in the supporting information. In brief, production of

bicyclic peptide-bearing phage largely follows protocols described by Rentero-Rebollo and

Heinis.25 Starting and evolved peptide libraries were sequenced using next generation se-

quencing (Illumina MiSeq). G4-bicyclic peptide interactions were biophysically characterised

using FRET melting14 and fluorescence-quench equilibrium binding.15

Computational methods

We employed the computational potential energy landscape framework26 and molecular dy-

namics simulations. For each bicyclic peptide, we explored the energy landscapes, and

extracted a detailed picture of the structural variation within the low energy conformational

ensemble. We then employed the lowest energy structures selectively docked to ckit-1 (PDB

id: 2O3M)17 to generate structures for bound states. Basin-hopping global optimisation20–22

and molecular dynamics simulations were then used to provide a better understanding of

the structural basis for the binding in these favoured structures. Details of the simulation

methods and protocols are provided in the Supporting Material, and more information can

be found in various reviews.26,27
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